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PFI Taper Roller Bearings take higher radial loads and axial loads due to special 

heat treated steel. PFI Taper Roller Bearings are also available in two row 

versions for Front & Rear Wheel HUB Bearing units to support axial loads in 

either direction.  Optimized designs can be supplied with high strength cages for 

arduous applications and sealed with triple lip sealing innovations to maintain 

long life. 
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PFI manufacturing process creates the highest and exacting technical attributes 

equivalent to the original manufacturer’s specification. PFI Taper Roller 

Bearings includes tolerance’s that are tighter than standard ISO bearings. Quick, 

easy and consistent pinion preload setting allowing use of the nominal spacer 

more frequently , resulting in reduced pinion spacer Inventory and pinion 

assembly time equals additional cost savings. 
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All PFI bearings are manufactured from forged long life steel with heat 

treatment Bearings in Automotive Wheel applications with ability to take 

exceptionally hi-impact loads. This results in outstanding durability and long 

life. PFI specially hardened case Raceways with a forged durable core increases 

higher load carrying ability on Australian tough roads. 
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PFI Bearings include extra strengthening features ensuring they withstand the 

excessive stresses placed on these assemblies. Another premium technical 

feature of PFI Bearings is to ensure long life with PFI Forged Rings with 

Optimized Crowning of the Rolling Elements. 

 

We have a full range of Wheel Bearing Kits in Tapered Roller Bearings for all 

car/truck models in Australia. 
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